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 The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your department intend 

to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals that you wish to 

accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give your supervisor an 

understanding of the direction you wish to take with your department, and identify areas where 

support can be given. When completed, the YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and 

visions of your department, and allow the respective members to focus their attention on areas of 

importance within the MSU. 

 

1. Read over the YEARplan.  

2. Complete your YEARplan in soft copy (on computer). 

3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by July 2
nd

, 2013. 

4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan. 

5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by July 29
th

, 2013. 

 

 The final copy will be submitted to the Executive Board for review and approval at the 

August 6
th

 meeting. 

 

 If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date 

indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable 

extension (contact information above). 

mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
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MISSION an overview 

 

The Queer Students Community Centre will aim to serve and advocate for Queer, trans*, 

LGBTTQQIA+ identified students on campus through fostering a community on campus and 

connecting with the Hamilton Queer community at large. We will provide a safe space for queer 

and other intersecting identities throughout all activities of the service. Those using the QSCC 

should be able to make interpersonal and community connections to those of other and similar 

identities. We will seek to make the McMaster Community at large inclusive and welcome to 

those of Queer, trans*, and LGBTTQQIA+ identities.   

 

 

ROLES that individuals play 

 

List all positions found within or in relation to your department including full-time and part time 

staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles if applicable and how their role intersects 

with yours. 

 

 Name of Individual Role(s) 

1. 

 

Coordinator Manages all aspects of the QSCC, including executives, 

MSU and other professional correspondence, coordination of 

major events, trainings, external representation, budgeting, 

and all other QSCC initiatives.  

2.  

 

Outreach Executive The Outreach Exec will be responsible for external initiatives 

of the QSCC, including, but not limited to advertising, social 

media and website communications, and the Ally program. 

3.  

  

Newcomers Executive The Newcomers Exec will be responsible for all Newcomers 

meetings held by the QSCC, and managing all Newcomers 

Facilitators 

4.  

 

Administration 

Executive 

The “Admin” executive will be responsible for internal 

administrative and organizational initiatives within the QSCC 

and its social space. 

5.  

 

Athletics Executive The Athletics exec will be responsible for all athletic 

initiatives of the QSCC, including, but not limited to 

captaining QSCC intramural teams, securing and promoting 

trans* friendly swims, and promoting positive space values 

within Athletics and Recreation at Mac. 

6.  

 

Intersecting Identities 

Executive 

The Intersecting Identities exec will be responsible for 

creating an inclusive and oppression free culture within the 

QSCC through events, training, and advocacy. 

7.  

 

Events Executive Events exec will be responsible for the planning and 

execution of all major events of the QSCC, including, but not 

limited to Gayzer Tag, Drag Show, and “Formal”. In 

addition, this exec will help other execs to plan smaller 

events, and will also promote QSCC participation in other 

campus events, such as MSU Clubsfest, MSU Nightmarket, 
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etc 

8.  

 

Newcomers Facilitators The newcomers facilitators, while functioning as regular 

QSCC volunteers, will also be responsible for facilitating 

newcomers meetings as well as other discussion groups 

9.  

 

QSCC Volunteers QSCC volunteers are tasked with keeping the centre open, 

maintaining safe space, and helping centre users access 

resources 
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OBJECTIVES step by step   

 

Objective 1 Accessibility of the QSCC and its events 

Description Historically, QSCC events have not had any mention or consideration of 

accessibility. In addition, the centre itself is cluttered, and remains inaccessible 

to people with physical or invisible barriers. We will introduce a focus of 

accessibility for both the centre and in planning our events, with hopes of 

developing an accessibility policy that will maintain this consideration in 

future years. 

 

Benefits This makes the centre more accessible to students, as well as promoting 

accessibility as a service. It will also reflect well on the inclusivity of the 

MSU. 

Difficulties The venues used last year for our major events did not have easily accessible 

entrances. We may have to find new venues for our events, severing currently 

successful relationships if an accommodation cannot be found.  

Long-term This will allow the QSCC to be more accessible for incoming students, and 

reduce barriers for future students. It will also increase anti-oppression 

awareness within the centre and in safe space.  

How We plan to rearrange the centre to allow for greater accessibility, purchase fans 

to reduce heat, and include directions to accessible entrances on all event 

advertisements. This will take place before September. 

We will also look to house our external events in accessible venues, and when 

this is not possible, clearly state it is an inaccessible events. This will occur in 

the planning of each event.  

Partners We will consult the Access & Accommodation working group of PACBIC, as 

well as Human Rights and Equity Services if questions arise.  

 

 

Objective 2 Night Library 

Description Have one night a week where the centre library is officially open to allow 

resource access to community members or night/part-time students. 

 

Benefits Currently the library is only officially open during typical work hours (9-5 

weekdays). In this way, community members, part-time/night students, and 

full time McMaster employees can access the library. Also, would coincide 

with Newcomers meeting nights, giving new or timid students an opportunity 

to get familiarized with the centre without the traffic experienced during the 

day.  

Difficulties Could be difficult to find volunteers or guarantee their attendance. To allow 

people with different schedules to take advantage, we would have to rotate the 

nights, which would be difficult to advertise and maintain. 

This was on the yearplan for last year, but we were unable to make it happen. 

This year, with our new Admin exec, we should be able to make this happen 

Long-term Increasing traffic from outside McMaster to our resource library would 
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provide extra funds, which would help continue library funding. This increases 

community involvement, and provides a forum to access the centre’s resources 

without barriers, such as traffic, that prevent most newcomers from entering 

the centre 

How When recruiting volunteers, assign some to the night shift. Can also be a 

volunteer opportunity for high school students, who sometimes look to be 

involved in the centre 

Partners Advertise to Part-time Students through MAPS, to faculty and administration 

through HRES and PACBIC partners, and to the Hamilton community through 

The Well and other organizations 

 

 

Objective 3 “Queer Convoy”- or title TBD 

Description Have certain volunteers be able to meet with newcomers who are nervous 

about walking into the centre, and have volunteers escort them into the centre, 

and facilitate their involvement in conversations in the social space.  

 

Benefits One of the main barriers patrons of the centre experience is being intimidated 

by the centre, either by the atmosphere of the social space (perceiving it to be 

“cliquey”), or because they are afraid of being assumed queer by entering the 

space. Having an experienced centre user walk in with them gives them 

purpose, plausible deniability, and increases their initial comfort level in the 

centre 

 

Difficulties Will  be difficult to schedule or match people up with the appropriate 

volunteer. Will require advertising both on our social networking platforms but 

also through newcomers 

Long-term By removing barriers to access the centre and become regular centre patrons, 

hopefully we can increase diversity within the centre, and avoid the “cliquey” 

reputation that often faces LGBTQ student groups. Greater comfort level will 

help promotion of the centre by patrons, as well as increase use of other centre 

resources and event attendance 

How First pilot the program using Newcomers facilitators, who are trained and 

experienced in helping newcomers, and are also familiar faces. Add volunteers 

with increased demand. Could expand into a more peer support type network 

by getting Convoy volunteers trained.  

Newcomers will be able to send an email or fill in a form online to request a 

member of the convoy. If the volunteers are okay with the idea, we could post 

pictures and small bios so the newcomers could select a volunteer that they 

have something in common with and/or comfortable with. 

Partners Mainly the responsibility of centre volunteers and executive.  

 

 

Objective 4 “Blurred Lines” Book Club  

Description Hold a monthly book club with books featuring queer characters and authors.  
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Benefits This will be a great way to appeal to a new audience, and have a more reserved 

way to access the QSCC. It will also promote and add to our current library, 

while acting as an excellent outreach initiative. 

 

Difficulties While we have a lot of interest from our executives, it could be hard to 

motivate students to read during the school year, as it’s a busy time. It will also 

only have a few meetings throughout the year, which may make continuity 

difficult.  

Long-term This could continue to be another route to access and become acquainted with 

the centre’s resources, along with the social space and newcomers. It will also 

continue to add to our library through donations and book promotion.  

How Our execs have secured a meeting place off campus with Bryan Prince 

Bookseller, supporting a local business. They are currently in the process of 

forming a book list for this upcoming semester; future semesters will be 

informed by the participants. The meetings will take place on a specified 

weekday of every month, with adjustments being made for exam periods 

Partners Bryan Prince Booksellers, Potentially the English department and GFRS for 

advertising and support.  

 

 

Objective 5 MacPride Continuation and Expansion 

Description We will continue to host a week of events in celebration of MacPride, 

including, but not limited to the March, Drag Show, and art events. This year 

we plan to include more collaborations with clubs and other groups to help 

offer a greater variety of events.  

 

Benefits By engaging other organizations, we can alleviate some of the exhaustion the 

QSCC faces throughout the week. It will also help gain access to new 

audiences, and promote more collaboration throughout the year.  

Difficulties Collaborating with more groups will take more organization on our parts, and 

we’ll have to start planning and advertising earlier, which will lean into our 

start of year planning.  

Long-term Hopefully these partnerships will continue into future years, and will allow us 

to create a MacPride that extends beyond the QSCC.  

How We will begin to circulate the current dates for MacPride at the beginning of 

the year, and advertise the potential to collaborate. We will then directly 

contact potential collaborators in late September, and plan events with a final 

plan by mid October 

Partners Other MSU Services, Human Rights and Equity Services, PACBIC, Feminist 

Alliance McMaster, WTC committee 

 

 

Objective 6 QSCC PRISM Award 

Description To encourage faculty and staff of McMaster to pursue inclusivity through an 

annual award given to an exemplary staff or faculty member 
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Benefits This will raise the profile of the QSCC among the staff and faculty of the 

university. As this would be its inaugural year, it would be an excellent way to 

draw press and attention to the MSU, QSCC, and issues affecting queer 

students.  

It will also recognize the hard work done by the excellent advocates and allies 

on campus, who are leading by example.  

It would also bring press to MacPride and the march, during which we would 

present it.  

Difficulties This would be unlike any other initiative from the QSCC. We would have to 

create a fair process for choosing the recipient, investigate physical award 

options, and thoroughly search for its inaugural recipient.  

Long-term This would be an excellent way to increase faculty and staff participation and 

awareness, and open up the centre to further collaboration. It would also be a 

recurring award, offering another hallmark of MacPride and marketing 

opportunity.  

How We will collaborate and seek advice from TAC to create an action plan for the 

determination process. We will also approach the chairs of PACBIC (of which 

the MSU President is one) to make them aware of this initiative and seek 

nominations.  

We will plan to have our recipient selected for early/mid October, and have the 

actual physical award ready for the 1
st
 of November.  

We will contact local news sources such as The Sil, Daily News, CBC 

Hamilton, and perhaps a national queer publication to cover the introduction of 

the award.  

Partners PACBIC, HRES, MSU President, VP Administration, TAC, The Sil 

 

 

Objective 7 QSCC Formal/Mixer 

Description To plan and host a semi-formal queer-themed mixer for McMaster Students. 

 

Benefits This event has historically had an excellent turnout, reaching outside the 

centre’s regular users. We also use this event as volunteer recognition, 

awarding our volunteer of the year, along with other prizes. It is also 

McMaster’s only major queer social event, filling a crucial need on campus.  

 

  

Difficulties Last year we held the event at a new venue, Baltimore House, which was 

excellent for both the event and our budget, and we were able to cut costs by 

75%. However, the venue does not appear to be accessible, meaning we will 

need to seek alternatives.  

Long-term If we can secure a new location, and establish a relationship, we can save 

ourselves a lot of time and energy in the future, as well as continuing our 

lower budget solution.  

How We will either have to look for other locations, which proved difficult, as we 

experienced last year, or we will try to find a way to make our events more 

accessible. If we are unable to find an accessible location, we will ensure to 
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advertise the accessibility limits of the venue and event.  

Partners Avtek, Campus Events, Compass, external location 

 

Objective 7 Programming for Queer Minorities 

Description This year, we will have a focus on programming specific to asexual (ace) and 

trans* individuals, specifically created a designated meeting space for these 

individuals to form connections and support networks. This would most likely 

take the form of a casual evening meeting alternating between ace and trans* 

focused each week.  

 

Benefits We have received requests from several members of each community, 

searching for programing that is not currently offered on campus or in the local  

community. There is currently no Ace programming in the Hamilton area, and 

next to none in the GTA. There is also no designated space for trans* youth to 

interact on a regular basis in Hamilton. We will be filling a significant need in 

both the McMaster and the greater community.  

This will also help increase ace and trans* involvement in the centre in 

general, increasing our diversity and mutual support systems.  

Difficulties It will be hard to make these continual events without organizational support 

from those that identify as ace or trans*, as we currently do not have 

representation on our executive. It will also add to the duties of our newcomers 

executive and facilitators to ensure these meetings happen.  

Long-term Depending on the success this year, this could turn into a regular event in 

future years. This may have a significant impact on future students choosing 

Mac because of this unique programming, and facilitate better representation 

of these identities in the centre.  

How We will meet and consult with members of each community, seeking advice 

on programming and potential attendance. We will have our newcomers 

facilitators running the events to begin with, and hope that it will be run by 

participants by the end of the year.  

Partners Feminist Alliance McMaster, Diversity Services, The Well 

 

GOALS to strive for 
 

List 3 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of September 

1) Printed materials with our new logos 

2) New Ally Pins made 

3) First introduction event planned 

 

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1
st
) 

1) MacPride rally and events 

2) 2 main QSCC wide events outside of MacPride 

3) Successful integration of our new logo 

 

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2
nd

) 

1) New QSCC t-shirt 
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2)Volunteer Recognition event 

3) Transition report including organizational outline 

 

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 

your department did over the course of the year, what would that include? 

 

 

The new PRISM award was successful in bringing more attention to MacPride, and increased 

faculty and staff participation.  

 

Our new logo was well received, and has been incorporated in all our new materials, and most 

of the old materials have been phased out. 

 

We have increased ace and trans* student participation in the centre, and are looking forward 

to leadership from these areas in the following year.  

 

Our mixer was a continued success, and followed our budget perfectly. 

 

All QSCC events were accessible, and clearly labeled as such.  

 

 

 

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist 

 

Summer 

(preparation) 

- Prepare promotion with new logo 

-Prepare promotion for Blurred Lines 

- Have first large introductory QSCC event planned 

- Have volunteers selected and ready to be trained.  

September - Train volunteers in two trainings 

-host first event, potentially pool hall excursion 

-Host major peer support event 

- host as many tables as possible for advertisement 

October -prepare for MacPride- invite other participants 

- host collaborative Rocky Horror Picture Showing open to the 

community 

- have intramurals fully underway 

- participate in Trick or Eat 

-Participate in Mental Illness Awareness Week 

November -Host MacPride Rally 

- Host Drag Show 

- Hold volunteer recognition get together at the end of the month 

- 

December -Hold stressbusters during and before exams 

-Host annual Mario bros tournament 

- participate in MSU eggnog 

- 
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January - Hold second volunteer training, if necessary (or refresher training 

event, reorientation) 

- Prepare and collaborate with Sex and the Steel City publication 

- Host welcome back event 

- 

February -Host Sex and the Steel City events 

- Prepare for Mixer 

- Hire new coordinator 

- 

March  - Host QSCC Mixer 

- Begin effective transition and exec hiring for 2014 

- Host final volunteer appreciation event 

- 

April - complete transition report 

-host final stressbusters 

- ensure library acquisitions are organized properly 

- 

 

Weekly - answer emails 

- participate in advisory committees (PACBIC, AIDS Network, WT*C, 

etc) 

- Connect with exec biweekly 

- have both exec and coordinator fulfill office hours 

-host weekly newcomers meetings 

- 

 

 

COLLABORATION within the MSU  
 
 

The QSCC has discussed creating a sort of Peer Support Triforce along with SHEC and the new 

Peer Support line. We are the three MSU services that offer peer support, but both our training 

and execution differs among us. We plan to educate each other about our peer support services, 

create a referral strategy among us, as well as launch a promotional campaign to collectively 

advertise our peer support services.  

 

In this way, we can hope to increase the profile of each of our services, save on promotion costs, 

and make sure that students are getting personalized help that suits their needs.  
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FINAL COMMENTS leave nothing out 
 
 

A few other hopes for this year is to invite high level faculty, including McMaster’s new VPs 

and new Dean of Students to MacPride, as well as Patrick Deane.  

 

We also hope to host more orientation activities to further help transition into the centre, 

especially for first years. Elements of this include a website refresher, new QSCC specific 

buttons along with our ally pins, and introducing new events, such as a pool hall venture, to 

increase September participation and inclusion.  

 

 

 


